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Gordon Conference 1989: Gary Selwyn of IBM 
reported copious amounts of fine dust in 

plasma processing reactors. 

Early studies by Langmuir, Emeleus, and 
others had noted the presence of dust in 
plasmas but that was before laser scattering 
methods were available. 
Astronomers including Opik, Whipple, 
Northrop, Mendis, Goertz had long ago 
studied the dusty plasmas that exist in space.  



AFRL Detonation Engine Research Facility 

• Fuel:  hydrogen (φ = 1.0) or ethylene (φ = 1.2) 
• Frequency:  10, 20, 30 Hz 
• Fill fraction:  0.6, 0.75, 0.9  
• Purge fraction:  0.5, 0.75 
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Thermal emission from PDE shock 
(left) from which temperatures are 
obtained and images of particulates 
in the flow (below) from which 
velocities can be estimated. 





 
Some important properties of the low pressure discharge 
particles are noted: 

 
•There are many thousands of particles formed in seconds in a 
low current Argon-Carbon Monoxide discharge. 
•The particles are almost all of a uniform size. 
•The surfaces of the particles are textured. 
•The particles are amorphous rather than crystalline (rapid 
growth does not allow time for optimum site selection). 
•If  broken, the internal structure has a cauliflower-like fractal 
structure (this may indicate charged particle growth mechanism). 
•The initial seed appears to be smaller than nanometers. 
•The particles eventually assemble into structure suspended 
above electrode sheaths. 
•The particles eventually display collective behavior  and are in 
constant motion. 
 



Potential of a dust particle in a plasma 

• As the electrons are much more mobile than the 
ions, the particle will charge negatively in order to 
balance the charged fluxes. 
 

• The (floating) potential will be V = - 2.5 kT/e 
 

• For a 1 micron radius particle, the dust charge will be 
Qd = - 8.4 x 10^-17 Coulombs, or about 500 electrons. 
 

• The floating potential, especially at higher 
temperatures, is subject to statistical fluctuations. 



Figure 2. Sheaths formed around the discharge electrodes 
and trapped dust in RF excited reactor, Ganguly et al. 
Dust is suspended for long periods by electric fields in the 
plasma. 
 



 
The sizes of the particles range from tens of Angstroms to several microns and 
under some conditions to several mm. 
  
A typical 500nm particle immersed in plasma will contain 108 to 1010 atoms. 
 The particles can be formed by homogeneous nucleation, by clustering, sputtered 
atoms, by ion collection or by ablation from the boundaries. 
 
The particles in carbon monoxide-argon plasmas are formed almost 
instantaneously even at 0.1 torr carbon monoxide pressure.  
 If the discharge is operated for some hours at the particles become larger and then 
tend to concentrate just outside the discharge sheaths. (photograph) 
 
These are low pressure results:- 
 there are many more examples of dust in plasmas from the semiconductor 
processing literature, from astrophysics and even from fusion studies. 
The observation of copious amounts of dust in IBM ultra-high vacuum quality 
processing reactors by Gary Selwyn et al (1989) came as a surprise. 
 
Dust in the form of soot is usually observed in combustion studies. Dust in a PDE is 
not a surprise. 
 
 
 
 



Inlet Temperature and Velocity Validation 

• Inlet temperatures from pyrometry & laser absorption
– Pyrometry emission threshold:  1300 K (6 ms of blowdown)
– Differences attributed to emissivity of soot particles
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Possible ways to increase the plasma 
conductivity via the dust 

 UV irradiation to produce pre-ionization electrons by 
photoemission (as used in high pressure CO2 lasers), and 
we have the possibility of thermionic emission. 
 
Seed with low work function additives that with shock 
gas heating will enhance thermionic emission and then 
locally apply a short duration, very high field to enhance 
ionization growth and perhaps also give field emission of 
electrons. 

 

 
 



Strongly Coupled Plasmas 
At high dust densities the dust interactions are described by 
the Coulomb Coupling Parameter  
CCP = ratio of the potential Coulomb energy to the mean 
thermal energy of the particles 
Under conditions of high electron density and low 
temperature, CCP can approach values considerably greater 
than unity. These conditions result in the charged dust 
formation of Coulomb liquids and even a solid if CCP > 170. 
It may be possible to suddenly disrupt this condition by means 
of lasers or microwaves or another gas shock and release the 
attached electrons.  



Thermal Plasmas a la Fortov 

The seeded particles in a Meeker burner 
were interrogated by laser scattering and 
the particle radial correlation function was 
measured by laser (Mie) scattering. 
At T = 1700K and Ndust= 107, ne = 7.2 x 1010; 
ni = 4.2 x 1010, giving CCP = 120. 
This condition gives rise to coupled 
motions of the dust.  



Pre-ionization schemes 
 

• In the Saha equation, the  in the exponential is the ionization potential whereas 
in thermionic emission equation,  is the work function which is considerably 
lower in value. 

• However, eventually the thermionic emission will reach plasma potential and stop 
the emission. 

• There was a comment at the workshop that the dust can never be positively 
charged. There is not universal agreement on this point. Wu and Xie (2005) argue 
that the dust will become positively charged whenever the thermionic emission 
becomes so large that the available electron collection cannot balance it, 
admittedly an unusual situation. 

• The net particle charge (sum of the the induced charge and the collected charge) 
will always be negative. Near an electrode the net positive space charge will 
induce negative surface charges on the particles, thus causing increased positive 
ion collection and in some cases, a positively charged particle (Abolmasov et al). 

. Analogous to high pressure laser techniques, the pre-ionization  electrons can be 
energized by RF or microwave excitation; a poster paper at the workshop by M. N. 
Schneider et al proposed similar nsec high voltage pulses and electron beam 
ionization schemes. 
 
 



Planned studies 
Laser and SEM analysis of dust from PDE (size, 
morphology, amounts and distribution). 
Synchronize additional pulsed excitation with 
arrival of detonation in MHD interaction zone. 
Improved solid state magnets 
 Arrange for ionization growth without arcing in 
a similar way to Jay Palmer’s TEA (transverse 
electric atmospheric) CO2 laser. 
Examination of effects of different seeded dusts 
(e.g. Bismuth compounds) on plasma 
conductivity. 
 



Notable prior study 
  
R. J. Litchford, NASA/TP-2001-210801 
“Integrated Pulse Detonation Propulsion and Magnetohydrodynamic Power” 
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